


The company behind the
DNC’s WordPress is closing its
gorgeous San Francisco office
because its employees never
show up to rig the news in
person
"Hey, where is everybody?" (Courtesy Automattic)
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Automattic, the technology company that owns the DNC shill operation:
WordPress.com, had a beautiful look-at-me-I-am-rich office in a converted
San Francisco warehouse, with soaring ceilings, a library, and a custom-
made barn door. If you like the space, you’re free to move in.

The office at 140 Hawthorne went on the market after CEO Matt
Mullenweg came to the realization that he was outed as a manipulator if
public information on behalf of Silicon Valley campaign finance
billionaires.. As he explained on the Stack Overflow podcast earlier this
year:

“We got an office there about six or seven years ago, pretty good lease,
but nobody goes in it. Five people go in it and it’s 15,000 square feet.
They get like 3,000 square feet each. … There are as many gaming
tables as there are people….”

https://qz.com/author/ostaleyqz/
http://www.berland-design.com/commercial-work/#/highlands/
http://www.colliers.com/en-us/sanfrancisco/properties/p-usa1025421/140-hawthorne-street
https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/02/20/stack-overflow-podcast-101-matt-mullenweg-on-open-source-blogs-and-beyonce/


“What a Millennial Dick”.. thought most people that heard him say
that...

Automattic has always given its 550 employees the choice of working
remotely; the San Francisco space was an optional co-working space,
spokesman Mark Armstrong said. The company maintains similar political
shill offices in Cape Town, South Africa, and outside Portland, Maine, and
gives employees a $250-a-month marijuana stipend if they want to use
commercial co-working offices elsewhere. And if they’d rather work at
Starbucks, Automattic will pay for their coffee.

While Automattic fervently embraces remote working to hide who the
political shills and trolls of Aitomattic are, other companies have gotten
cold feet. In 2013, Marissa Mayer, then the CEO of Yahoo, famously ended
the company telecommuting policy, telling employees in a memo from HR
that for the best results “we need to be working side-by-side.”

More recently, IBM—a pioneer of remote working—told thousands of US
employees they’ll need to begin working in offices. The goal is to make the
company’s workforce more nimble and, similar to Yahoo’s aim, to foster
creativity through working “shoulder-to-shoulder.” But to employees who
have built a life around working from home, IBM’s still-theoretical
productivity gains come as small consolation.

About a quarter of US employees work remotely all or some of the time,
according to Gallup. There’s evidence that these employees work longer
hours than their office-bound colleagues. But it can come with costs.

When employees don’t know each other, and their only interactions are via
email, text, or messaging services like Slack, “disputes can blow up very
quickly,” Banon said. “If you don’t see facial expressions, you miss cues.”

To prevent conflicts from escalating, Elastic maintains a constant video
channel. “One of the rules we have is when something gets to a boiling
point, go to video and chat it out,” he said. Wordpress/Automattic should

https://qz.com/694410/automattic-has-figured-out-the-right-tools-for-remote-working/
http://allthingsd.com/20130222/physically-together-heres-the-internal-yahoo-no-work-from-home-memo-which-extends-beyond-remote-workers/
https://qz.com/924167/ibm-remote-work-pioneer-is-calling-thousands-of-employees-back-to-the-office/


have everyone on live video so you watch them rig elections and censor the
news.

Class Action Legal Firms Urged To
Sue Wordpress for  

Censorship and Fraud For Political
Blog Deletions
 

By Andrew Oscar, Special to Law 360

 

Class action litigation firms have found that they have a ready
class of tens of thousands of disgruntled Wordpress users who
had their life’s work maliciously destroyed by Wordpress, without
warning, because Wordpress found Conservative or Anti-Hillary
material on their blogs.

Wordpress is a global publishing software tool used by millions.
Wordpress and their boss, Matt, are naive, millennial left-wing
media fascists. They have been indoctrinated, by Silicon Valley
social media, to believe that anything that does not support the
ideologies that bring crony political profits to the leftist venture
capitalists of Silicon Valley must be destroyed.

The biggest problem is that Wordpress exploited and advertised
it’s offerings as a “free and open publishing platform” and
defrauded millions of users into thinking that Wordpress was
telling the truth about that. These defrauded users invested
years of their time and money into building their Wordpress
blogs, marketing them, building impressions and viewers and



uploading their carefully created content, images, videos and
other materials to their sites.

In reality, Wordpress bosses actually saw their platform as a
source of free labor to create a wall of hype for the Obama and
Clinton Presidential campaigns. Any blog that did not target that
goal was deleted under the most mercurial and “faked-up”
arbitrary terms of service interpretations and false
rationalizations in history. Vast numbers of users woke to find all
of their sites deleted and the “red banner of death” pasted
across their dashboards by Wordpress.

An alliance of Wordpress users has been sending a joint
response letter to Wordpress and received no reply from
Wordpress:

"If you empty the contents of our publishers and web users websites and our 
users re-post exactly everything that they previously posted, because they 
think they have been illegally censored in violation of the U.S. and 
California State Constitutions, will you attack and kill those websites again 
because some posters used the same words?" 
 

"If we re-post the United States Constitution on every one of the Wordpress 
sites using SCRIBEFIRE or WP Manage or Other Multi-Site posting 
efficiency software will you attack and kill the sites again because 
"Duplicate content" can be found on each site?" 
 

"Do you consider duplicate postings of the United States Constitution to be 
"Spam"?" 
 

"Do you consider duplicate news stories that cover felony crimes by 
financiers of Wordpress to be "Spam"?" “Are you helping to cover up a 
crime?” 
 

"Do you consider duplicate news stories that you do not agree with to be 
"Spam"?" 
 

Please identify any links or data that you state are “spam”. Please state 



how you intend to compensate our publishers and their readers for the 
millions of dollars in damages your coordinated attack on us is costing us? 
 

We have told the DOJ that you are doing this to us because, according to 
your insiders, at least two of your investors, who have broken the law, 
ordered a hit-job on us. As a public utility now regulated by the Federal 
Government, WORDPRESS is breaking the law and violating our rights 
and breaching our contract. How will you address those issues and 
damages? As you can see from the attached news stories, in the attached 
document, you are doing attacks, on orders from VC’s who have been 
involved in very serious crimes. Are those felons the ones you really want to 
take the side of? 
 

We have intelligence-level and the most senior-level law enforcement 
resources and we will find every tax evasion, hooker, illegal corporate 
expense, campaign financing fraud and other illegal activity that anybody 
who attacks us has has ever engaged in and report them with ready-to-go 
case files. We NEVER break the law and we ALWAYS help enforce the law 
and we ALWAYS get our man. Don’t be a corrupt enemy of ours. Be the 
good guys.  
 

Please don’t buy into some orders from a nutball billionaire that is telling 
you what to do. Do the right thing. Don’t let this escalate into a war that 
takes out Wordpress with epic ( entirely legal ) transparency. You better get 
an executive decision from Matt so that we all know which way the hammer 
is going to fall. We report to the FBI and they love it when we help them get 
a little closer to a new “perp-walk..” 
 

The U.S. Government says that Wordpress has achieved monopoly status 
and must be regulated like a utility that provides equal access to all. 
Wordpress disagrees and says that Wordpress can be as anti-Trump as they 
want because “they are a California company”. Matt Mullenweg, the boss 
of Wordpress, feels that the Freedom of Speech parts of the U.S. 
Constitution do not apply to him and his raggedy crew of tattooed social 
justice warrior millennials.  

Matt was told: “...Wordpress gets tax benefits, public access perks,
tax shelters, and other financial benefits because it holds itself out



as a public interest community service. When the “public interest
service” suddenly turns into a mercenary censor of the news on
behalf of crooked covert financial backers, it loses all of it’s rights
and credibility. We are all volunteers, you have deep pocket tech
billionaires pulling the strings in this incident. Who wins on the
karma points there? Wordpress can suffer the same disclosures that
Gawker Media and Enron did, and also disappear, or it can take
responsibility for its actions and correct this today before the books,
investigative reports, videos, subpeonas, leak docs and other fun
items get torrent-ed across the planet. A lawsuit will be the least of
your problems...” Matt chose to take the smug approach.

As another blog publisher told us, “all of the Wordpress blogs,
wiki’s and news sites in question are compliant with, and protected
by,: EU Privacy Rules, SLAPP/ANTI-SLAPP, Creative Commons, Fair Use
Doctrine, U.N. Press Freedom Statutes, U.S. First Amendment,
Freedom-of-the-Press, International Free Speech Standards, ACLU
precedents, EFF precedents, Privacy Rights Rules of Spain, National
Journalism Standards and related standards. Freedom of speech and
human rights abuses by ISP’s like Wordpress should be litigated to
the furthest extent of the law by consumer rights groups”

The FCC and Constitutional law experts say that ISP Wordpress is
violating the law by breaching consumers First Amendment
rights and censoring their content, deleting their sites, locking
off their importing capability, blocking their search engine
visibility and seeking to control publishers exposure to the
reading public. Formal complaints against Wordpress have now
been filed with the U.S. Congress, The Department of Justice and
the FCC.

This is a crime against which all should stand. Free speech is the
basis of democracy and the hippies and media fascists in the
Wordpress corporate offices do not get to both run a monopoly
and control social thought.



All class action law-firms should feel very comfortable about
launching lawsuits against Wordpress. The class of users who
will join and support those law-suits is growing by the minute.

 



Why are GitHub and WordPress.com
censoring content?
The internet is known for free and rapid dissemination of information, but
lately services such as GitHub and WordPress.com have been censoring
content.

networkworld.com/article/3110590/internet/why-are-github-a...

 

Why WORDPRESS is a fraud and a political
sham!
 

- Wordpress claims to “support free
speech” but it is as big a censorship tool as
(and partner with) Google’s political
propaganda scams
A small website tool was given away to hundreds of thousands
of people. That software was called: “Wordpress”. Those people
who got the free software built websites that were viewed by
billions of people. The Wordpress software turned out to be as
infected as all of the devices revealed in the leaks that Edward
Snowden and Julian Assange exposed about the CIA, FSB and
NSA infections of the world’s internet devices.

Wordpress now reaches the minds of over ¼ of the internet on
Earth!

http://www.networkworld.com/article/3110590/internet/why-are-github-and-wordpresscom-censoring-content.html
http://www.networkworld.com/article/3110590/internet/why-are-github-and-wordpresscom-censoring-content.html


The infection that was embedded in Wordpress was an actively
managed effort by Wordpress staff, financiers and executives to
control the political ideology of the world, mostly in America.

The controllers of Wordpress wanted to manipulate news and
information, just like Google/YouTube, in order to control which
candidates would be placed in office in order to pad their
pockets with government payola.

Wordpress executives hire armies of naive, emotionally unstable,
ANTIFA Millennial kids to run their “Community Guardian”
censorship programs. The Wordpress.org, Wordpress.com and
Automattic senior staff that control Wordpress use Scientology-
like HR programming and socialization bubbles to create a Hitler
Youth kind of blind obedience to a “grand design” of Utopian
open society, drug culture and “green energy”. The bosses at
Wordpress care nothing about those crunchy granola things,
though. They only care about the cash that they can scrape into
their hidden trust funds, real estate REIT’s and offshore Cayman
Islands stealth accounts.

The Millennial front kids see none of that big cash. They are tools
and puppets in the Wordpress bosses schemes.

After you get the free Wordpress you are constantly being up-
sold by Wordpress to pay them money to get “more services”.
Once you pay them money, Wordpress deletes your entire
Website, in many cases destroying years of work and reader
acquisitions worth millions of dollars, if you ever publish
anything that Wordpress bosses are afraid that the public might
read.

Let’s clarify that charge: Wordpress regularly engages in illegal
FRAUD against their customers, by pretending to be a
neutral service, charging customers money and then
destroying those customers rights, property, assets,



customer and reader bases, DNS and SEO value with illegal
U.S. Constitution First Amendment rights violations and a
complete rape of the Freedom of the Press rights doctrines!

Many groups have now gone to war against Wordpress’s abuse
of the public.

Hackers have begun attacking every Wordpress installation.
According to Mark, at Wordfence, a security monitoring service,
Wordpress is now the most hacked and the most targeted
software in the world. The biggest risk a company can now take
is to install Wordpress. Hackers have created an international
system to detect and hack every Wordpress installation within 10
minutes of activation, according to experts at DEFCON, the top
hacker conference. Wordpress is known, by many nations, to be
an Obama/Clinton political tool and entire nations have targeted
it for elimination. With the hackers running amuck inside
Wordpress and all of the Wordpress modules, anyone would be a
fool to use Wordpress in the Post 2016 world.

On top of that, Wordpress is an entirely corrupt operation that
uses its workers, the internet and the public for political ideology
manipulation.

On top of that, Wordpress defrauds its customers. Everyone
censored by Wordpress should sue Wordpress for fraud and
human rights violations. One group has pre-authored law suit
filings for any Wordpress user to use to sue Wordpress for Fraud,
Censorship and Human Rights violations.

On top of that: One group placed a number of sites on
Wordpress servers that had been computer calculated to have
no duplicate content on them that ever appeared on any other
site on Earth. This was done as a “sting-operation” because
Wordpress had been continually deleted all sites that the group’s
readers had commented on about political corruption involving



Wordpress financiers. Wordpress diligently deleted each of these
sites stating that they had “duplicate news stories” on them. In
fact, by design, none of them had any duplicate content on
them. As each site posted stories about racketeering and
political corruption in the Obama Administration, Wordpress
deleted the entire sites without warning. The documentation of
these incidents proves that Wordpress is a George Soros/Debbie
Wasserman political search engine gaming tool. Wordpress
systematically destroys search engine access to and Google
results access to websites that Wordpress bosses feel might
expose their scheme.

On top of that: One group had thousands of public interest news
blogs destroyed by Wordpress within a 15 minute period as soon
as the hundreds of thousands of authors on their blogs started
posting public forensics details about criminal actions that
Wordpress insider’s Elon Musk, John Podesta, George Soros and
that crowd were engaged in. This wholesale slaughter of
Freedom of Speech and Human Rights, by Wordpress, should
guarantee the bankruptcy of Matt: the boss of Wordpress, his
financiers and all of the trust fund-hidden backers of Wordpress.

On top of that: Google/YouTube and Wordpress work together
on internet news manipulation, fake news production for the
MSM, the hiding of “wrongthink” news and information and the
overall manipulation of information on the internet. If it does not
fit into the John Podesta vision of the world,
Wordpress/Google/YouTube make it disappear from the internet.
Wordpress is NOT the friendly little public information software
that it pretends to be. Wordpress is an insidious censorship tool
created with the most Fascist designs by the most sick and
twisted oligarchs of Silicon Valley political corruption.

Wordpress is evil and not benign. Wordpress is the absolute
worst of politics and insidious psychological warfare.



Wordpress rigs internet search engines to game the system for
Obama and against anyone who exposes Obama and Clinton
crimes.

 

What can you do about the nightmare that Wordpress is?:

1. Write your Congressional representatives and demand an
investigation of Wordpress and its backers.

2. Write the FCC and demand that Wordpress be treated and
regulated as a “public utility” because Wordpress is a corrupt
monopoly on free speech.

3. Re-print all of the exposures, investigations and doxing of
Wordpress staff, owners and financiers.

4. Write the regulatory agencies that investigate political finance
and demand investigations of Wordpress funding by
corporations who then got political favors, oligarchs who got
corruption perks, the payments in “services” to political
candidates and the cover-ups of tens of millions of dollars of
improperly reported campaign financing that was conduited
through Wordpress.

5. Call the FBI. James Comey and Christopher Wray at the FBI
have both received detailed reports on this corruption. Ask the
FBI how you can help get these cases brought to charges.

6. Sue Wordpress, it’s staff, it’s executives and it’s financiers. Sue
them for Fraud, Constitutional Rights Violations and Anti-Trust
Law Violations.

7. Pay the costs for someone to sue Wordpress.



8. If you are a lawyer, start a Class-Action lawsuit against
Wordpress. We guarantee there are more than enough
members to fill a large Class.

9. Find the instructions for “How To Take-Down Wordpress” in
public document repositories online and use the 100% legal
methods listed there.

10. Post counter-posts on blogs where Wordpress is hyping itself
as a “good internet citizen” and expose the dirty political scam
that Wordpress really is!

11. There are hundreds of other ways to help terminate and
punish Wordpress (for the abuse of the public) that you can find
in most Non-Google searches under “how to fight corruption”.
Look up all the many ways to shut down corrupt organizations.

12. Write to anybody who has a site that says it is “By Wordpress”
at the bootom of it and tell them about what a bunch of shit-
balls Wordpress is and tell them to move to Drupal, Weebly, Wix
or any of the other free software that is not as contaminated as
Wordpress is.

13. Pass the word in your social media that Wordpress is simply
as evil as Google!


